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Burford Capital launches new suite of litigation finance products  

in the UK 

New product suite specifically designed for the post-Jackson era; Andrew Langhoff appointed 

CEO for Burford Capital UK 

London, 18 March – Burford Capital (“Burford”), the world’s largest provider of investment capital and 

risk solutions for litigation, has today announced the launch of a new suite of products providing for 

the funding of legal fees and disbursements as well as the provision of litigation (ATE) insurance.  

The new Burford product suite is tailored to meet the needs of litigators and their clients in the wake of 

reforms introduced by the Legal Aid, Sentencing and Punishment of Offenders (LASPO) Act, which 

will significantly alter the economics of litigation in England and Wales as of April 1, 2013.  The 

LASPO Act will put into force many of the changes suggested by Lord Justice Jackson in his report on 

civil justice reforms.  

The design of the product suite follows extensive research into the changing needs of litigators as a 

result of these new reforms. As part of this, Burford held focus groups with leading commercial 

lawyers in London, Manchester, and Birmingham examining how cases would be conducted and 

financed in the future. The focus groups included representatives from approximately one-third of the 

UK’s top 100 firms.   

Although great uncertainty remains regarding LASPO’s impact on certain aspects of running a case, 

Burford’s research has deduced that cost management looks set to be a key aspect of the new 

regime. Changes in the recoverability of certain fees and the opportunity for law firms to take greater 

financial risk – when taken together with clients who are increasingly cost-conscious – mean that new 

challenges and opportunities will need to be addressed.  Burford’s new product suite will offer litigants 

and their lawyers deep flexibility to develop financing solutions tailored to the circumstances of a 

given case.  

Ross Clark, Burford’s Chief Investment Officer in the UK, commented:  

“While detail on the implementation process of the Jackson reforms has been slow to emerge, our 

comprehensive, yet flexible, product suite is aimed at providing much needed certainty to the market. 

Our new products mean that even though some of the tried-and-tested formulas for financing litigation 

may become untenable, new alternatives and combinations will become available, and funding help 

will be at hand to enable strong cases to proceed.” 

Burford also announces the appointment of Andrew Langhoff as Chief Executive Officer of Burford 

Capital (UK) Limited, Burford’s division in the UK.  Mr. Langhoff joined Burford one year ago as its 

global Chief Operating Officer, a capacity he will continue to fulfil in addition to his new UK 

responsibilities.  He will continue to report to global CEO Chris Bogart and will be resident in London. 

Prior to joining Burford, Mr. Langhoff was a senior operating executive at Dow Jones; his legal 



background includes time as a litigator in the New York office of White & Case and as a divisional 

general counsel.  Commenting on Burford’s new product suite in the UK, Mr. Langhoff said: 

“In April the economics of litigation in the UK will change dramatically.   The scale and breadth of our 

new product suite – when combined with these changing market dynamics – mean that we are ideally 

positioned to succeed here. Over the past year, Burford has moved aggressively to position itself in 

the UK – always with an eye to the opportunities that the Jackson reforms would provide to us and 

our clients. I am delighted to be leading a strong team with superior products in an exciting market.”     
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About Burford 

Burford Capital is the world's largest provider of investment capital and risk solutions for litigation with 

more than $300 million in capital and the largest and most experienced dedicated team in the 

industry. Burford is publicly traded on the London Stock Exchange's AIM market under the ticker 

symbol BUR. Burford provides a broad range of corporate finance and insurance solutions to lawyers 

and clients engaged in significant litigation and arbitration around the world. 

For more information about Burford, visit www.burfordcapital.com  
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